
YOUR RECOMMENDED PRICE ON:
 • A detailed, custom market analysis
 • The unique characteristics of your home and its

setting
 • Our expertise in the real estate market
 • The best price to create buyer frenzy

Our primary goal is to net you the most money 
possible in the shortest time possible. This pricing plan, 
matched with our marketing plan, will draw brokers and 
buyers to your home and position it as a highly appealing, 
highly competitive property. 

Buyers have the same access to information and make 
their pricing decision based on comparing your property 
to other properties SOLD in your area.

PRICE IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME
Approximately 22% of sellers had to reduce 
their price because it wasn’t competitive with 
similar properties for sale. The typical seller 
reduced their price in less than 30 days of putting it on 
the market. Most reductions were between 2-5% of the 
list price. The market determines the price and we will 
advise you on a suggested listing price point. Avoid the 
temptation to price it high just to see 
if you get any takers. On the other 
hand, be prepared for the possibility 
of a lower price based on market 
conditions and shifts. The longer it 
stays on the market, the more likely 
the final sales price will be lower.  
Price it to sell from the start. 

CONSIDER THESE IMPORTANT POINTERS FOR PRICING 

YOUR PROPERTY STRATEGICALLY:
 • Price ahead of the Market by pricing to the buyer’s

market. If sellers find themselves in a market with
falling home values, they can end up chasing the
market down, because home values are often falling
faster than their price reductions.

 • Time on the Market works against you. The buying
market has a short attention span. Pricing your home
right the first time is key. The majority of interest
comes in the first 2 weeks.

 • Proper pricing attracts buyers. An overpriced house
will not sell. We want to generate offers before the

market moves on to newer listings. The right 
price is important.

 • A property generates the most
interest when it first hits the market. 

The number of showings is greatest 
during the first 3 weeks if it is priced 
at a realistic market value.
 • Starting too high and

dropping the price later misses 
the excited frenzy and fails to generate 

strong activity or even multiple offers.
 • If you can underprice, buyers will often bid up the

final price. The emotion of the frenzy will usually get 
you more money. Many homes that start high end 
up selling below market value because after a few 
months, buyers think they are stigmatized for 
other “hidden” reasons.

PRICING YOUR HOME

 
Myth: Pricing a home is a
mysterious process

Truth:  Your home will sell for
whatever the market will bear. Our 

team is here to help you put your best 
foot forward in the market through 

recommended updates to condition 
and careful evaluation of the market 

value. It’s not an easy process, but 
it’s not a mysterious process either.

 
Myth: You should select the broker who
says he/she can get you the highest price. 

Truth: Always select a real estate broker
on his/her credentials. Overpricing a 
home to get the listing is the oldest scam 

in real estate: schmooze the seller and 
compliment the home to get the listing, 

then ask for a price reduction later. 
You should insist on a written, well-

researched market analysis to 
determine the realistic amount 

your home will bear in today’s 
market and price accordingly. 

Also, ask how a broker’s 
marketing can get you 

premium pricing.
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tel:585.244.4444
http://www.norchar.com



